Company Profile

Contact Details
Company Name:
StableFlow
Address:
61000, Lenina ave. 40, Kharkov, Ukraine
Telephone Number:
+380930916040
Email Address:
sales@stableflow.com

Website Address:
http://www.stableflow.com/


About Company
Year Formed:
2009
Number of Employees:
20+
Working Hours:
10am - 7pm GMT+2
Methods Of Contact
: Skype, Email, Phone, Elance
Elance URL:
https://www.elance.com/s/stableflow/
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Technology Stack
-

LAMP, MEAN
Swift, Objective-c
Java

Development Methodologies
-

Agile
SCRUM
Kanban

Services
-

Custom Web development
iOS, Android Mobile application development
RESTful API development
Web scraping
Database design
Application architecture design
Documentation writing (SOW, SRS)
Third-party APIs integration
CMS development
Quality Assurance
Ongoing support for modifications and improvements after project launch

Development Life-cycle
- Do we have ability to develop the full stack (Backend, Web, Android, iPhone)?
Yes
- Tools commonly used for the organization of work (ticket system, version control,...):
Redmine, Jira, Gemini, Asana, Confluence, Bitbucket, Git, GitHub
- Do we able to work on multiple projects at the same time?
Yes
- How are business requirements transferred to the developers:
StableFlow can dedicate technical Project Manager (PM) with fluent English for project(s) coordination
or client can communicate with the developers directly.
- Development process (with PM):
PM will lead client through all steps of the process to implement the best practices and IT strategy. PM
will be in a constant touch with the client via email, phone and instant messengers to ensure that client
requirements, feedback and comments are timely reflected in the technical specifications on all stages of
the project and to ensure the highest conformity of the end product to the client vision. PM will be in
direct contact with the development team and report on project status to client.
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All the work will be performed on the StableFlow development server. Client will be granted access to
the development server, source control and thus provided with the ability to monitor development
progress. During the development stage, client will be updated on the status of the project regularly by
PM, showed screenshots, schemes or other visual results of the work. PM will take into consideration
client comments and take corrective actions where appropriate.
- How do we ensure the quality of the developed software:
StableFlow has a Quality Assurance department. This department is responsible for testing control of all
software developed in the company. Testing team is responsible for finding and documenting bugs,
defects and weak points of software, providing the PM and development team with information on
detected problems.
- How do we ensure proper documentation of the code:
StableFlow use PHP Storm and PHP Code Sniffer Tool, also modern IDE force developers to document all
input and return parameters of all functions. This approach also allows to create separate development
documentation from all comments in code.

Support
Additional support can include:
-

Ongoing support for modifications and improvements after project launch. Experts with specific
skills can be involved on as-needed basis for particular tasks or dedicated for full-time
Predefined and scheduled hours of developers support according to specified hourly rate
Extra QA and administrators support according to specified hourly rate
Stress testing of a system (to find out how much users it can handle)

References
Michael Zuber, CEO at eins + null 
michael.zuber@einsundnull.de
Gene Khizver, President and Co-Founder at Alpha Flight Guru 
gene@alphaflightguru.com

Financial
For Project Outsourcing (Website / Web Application / Mobile Application Development) Flat hourly rate
. Project team may include: Project Manager, Developers (may include: Architect,
Backend, Frontend, Mobile developers), Quality Assurance (QA), System Administrator
In our development process we include:
-

Technical Project Manager 
for free
(if you occupy several developers for full time)
Linux/Cloud/DB administrator (up to 16 hours per week 
for free
)
QA person to check all functionality (up to 16 hours per week 
for free
)

For Outstaffing / Skills Augmentation -
it depends on the type and expertise of resource (i.e. PHP,
Frontend, iOS, Middle, Senior)
Payment options: 
Wire transfer, Elance, Upwork
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Experience
Websites, produced with design supplied:

4Checkers.de is a service that allows you to create
checklists on various matters online and in the
community. It is a system that helps its users to
manage their life and thereby saves his
administrators unnecessary headaches. On
4Checkers.de you can create checklists on all sorts
of topics, from "How do I find the right place to
study?", or "What to do when moving?” to "What
is important when you fill-out the tax return?"
Created, discussed and shared.

http://4checkers.de

In addition to a specific backend for the
administration team (management of users and
checklists, CMS access, Ticket and newsletter
system),
StableFlow
has
developed
a
Facebook-Connect, ease the use of the system by
implementing the “drag-and-drop” functionality,
Responsive Web Design, iOS and Android
applications.
GiftHulk.com is a rewards site, that offers its
members multiple ways to earn unique virtual
currency – Hulk Coins. Those Coins can later be
redeemed for a wide variety of items in Hulk
Store. There are many different ways for to earn
Hulk Coins - use GiftHulk Search as search
enginу, complete free surveys, offers, tasks,
watch GiftHulk TV videos, ...

http://www.gifthulk.com

StableFlow has developed GiftHulk using
WordPress CMS. During the project custom search
plugin was developed. GiftHulk Search uses Bing
and Yahoo search engines to provide the most
relevant search results.
Website is complete guide to travel,
accommodation, places to visit, activities and
events in the West Lothian, Scotland

http://visitwestlothian.co.uk
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Websites, produced including full design:

StableFlow has created the unique system of
applications generation. The main idea is to allow
restaurant/salon/clinic owners get the customized
iOS application to expand the target market in 1 day.
For data security StableFlow team has managed the
different levels of access (top admin, admin, owner,
user) on the server part too.

http://myappybusiness.com
Website for collecting donations to orthodox jewish
schools. StableFlow has developed Goshna website
using WordPress CMS, integrated with a number of
APIs: Random.org, Limelight CRM, Awe.sm

http://www.goshna.org
Wayby is website and service for searching, reserving
and buying the flight tickets all over the world.
StableFlow has developed website and custom CRM
tool.

http://www.wayby.com

Projects, where StableFlow took other people's code and added new functions:
In most cases our customers wanted:
1. To add new features to existing application
2. To continue development with a new team
3. To redesign/redevelop website/application
Depending on the initial progress and framework we have offered a variety of solutions ranging from continued
development on the original framework to develop application from scratch.
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Shout is the first European network created by
consumers, for consumers seeking great deals,
coupon codes and consumer advice. Registration is
free and open to everyone wishing to share
information about buying opportunities, enquire
about products and services, and request specific
deals and discounts.

http://it.shout.eu

The customer decided to change the development
team. Our team has dedicated professionals to
implement all the required functionality and latest
bootstrap technologies for users' usability, and
logged more than 10,000 hours to bring the project
to a proper level.

Mobile Applications, produced with design supplied:

bloop. LONDON is an internet music application,
streamed from terminal studio of new radio station
based within the shadow of The Shard in London
broadcasting 24/7 electronic music.
StableFlow has developed iOS application and used
radio automation software "Airtime" to create
backend allowing control radio station via the web.

https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/bloop-london/id6
09616588?mt=8
The application represents the biggest street food
community in great Britain. It showcases the best
street food in Britain. It’s revolutionary, with live GPS
maps showing who’s trading with the street food in
Britain where and when. It details the specials of the
best traders, and encourages punters to photograph
– and review – their food. And, for the first time, it
allowed people to vote for their favourite traders at
the British Street Food Awards.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/britishst.food/id6
75268916?mt=8
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StableFlow has developed iOS application for
zapper.co.uk - website helping users to sell books,
CDs, DVDs and games for cash. Application works
with Barcode Scanning.

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/zapper.co.uk-sellyour-books/id654706510
The application is a gallery portfolio of Dexter Moren
Associates - a London based design practice offering
urban design, architecture and interior design.

https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/dexter-moren/id
580768802?mt=8
StableFlow has developed a groundbreaking solution
to bring personal training into your home. The 6 Pack
Promise brings you the same exact ab workouts used
to keep today's elite professional athletes in
game-ready shape while helping them carve out 6
pack abs.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co
m.sf.athx
StableFlow has developed a great game with "Old
School" 1980s vector graphics and contemporary
gameplay.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=giga
mog.sephto.followme&hl=ru
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